Program for Schenectady

Truman's Wage-Price Policy Favorable to Labor But Fails To Provide Solution to Problem

Wages

Unity

Social Security

Kearney's Interest Indifferent, Replies to Union Group; Reveal Report at Legislative Council

Back Door to Reach 100% Membership

Consider This a Moment

Three UE Wage Boards Consider Joint Action

Nominations Meeting Nov. 24

Original Torn
Wallace Warns Wage Boost Needed to Stop Collapse

WASHINGTON (P) — Unless a "substantial increase" in wages now is granted, Sen. Conant Henry A. Wallance said Nov. 8, the increase of wages alone will continue to pull down the value of goods that previously might be sold.

Wallace spoke before the installment meeting of the national union members of the AFL at the Hotel Adelphi. He called the national movement "increasing" and "expanding" at a rate unprecedented in the labor movement of America.

"The American people are demanding that we do not allow the strike of 1937 to be followed by another," he declared. "We must not make the same mistake again."

Read Your Insurance Policy With Great Care

Readers' Digest Editor Kicks

"Readers' Digest" Editor and Publisher, T. B. Green, has just completed a trip to the United States and has promised that the Digest will be "a book of the people, by the people, for the people." The Digest is a monthly magazine that has been in circulation for over 50 years. It contains articles on a wide variety of topics, from politics to science, to entertainment. The Digest is known for its straightforward and uncomplicated writing style, which makes it accessible to a broad audience.

Unorganized GE Office Workers Miss UE Gains

Unorganized workers at the General Electric Co. plant in Schenectady, New York, have missed out on some of the benefits that organized workers have enjoyed. The United Electrical Workers (UE) union has been organizing the plant since 1935, and has won several significant victories, including a 25% increase in wages and the right to collective bargaining. The unorganized workers, on the other hand, have had to fend for themselves, and have not received the same level of protection.

Cases in Advanced Stages Of Collective Bargaining

Cases Before War Labor Board

Story of Labor

If you call about your case, give the docket number
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